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METHOD AND APPARATUS IN A TWO-WAY 
RADIO MESSAGING UNIT FOR LIMITING A 

TOTAL TRANSMISSION DURATION 
WITHIN A SLIDING TIME WINDOW 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates in general to Wireless communica 
tion systems, and more speci?cally to a method and appa 
ratus in a tWo-Way radio messaging unit for limiting a total 
transmission duration Within a sliding time WindoW. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The US. Federal Communication Commission (FCC) has 
recently published Guidelines for Human Exposure to 
Radiofrequency Electromagnetic Fields (OET Bulletin 65, 
Edition 97-01, August 1997). The Guidelines specify rec 
ommended criteria for localiZed Speci?c Absorption Rate 
(SAR) evaluation. For purposes of the Guidelines, a portable 
device is de?ned as a transmitting device designed to be 
used such that the radiating structure(s) of the device is/are 
Within 20 centimeters of the body of the user. For devices 
Which have an inherent property or duty-cycle, the Guide 
lines alloW time-averaging over a thirty-minute sliding time 
WindoW. 

TWo-Way radio messaging units, such as acknowledge 
back pagers, can operate Within 20 centimeters of the body 
of the user. It is thus desirable for the transmitters of 
tWo-Way messaging units to meet the SAR recommenda 
tions of the FCC. TWo-Way messaging unit transmitters 
historically have operated at relatively loW transmit duty 
cycles, easily complying With the FCC Guidelines. It is 
conceivable, hoWever, that some future, high-volume data 
applications could result in higher transmit duty cycles. 

Thus, What is needed is a method and apparatus in a 
tWo-Way radio messaging unit for limiting a total transmis 
sion duration Within a sliding time WindoW. Preferably, the 
method and apparatus Will maXimiZe throughput of the 
tWo-Way messaging unit, While providing full compliance 
With the Guidelines. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

An aspect of the present invention is a method in a 
tWo-Way radio messaging unit for limiting a total transmis 
sion duration Within a sliding time WindoW of a predeter 
mined duration. The tWo-Way radio messaging unit utiliZes 
a protocol in Which information is sent in a plurality of 
periodically transmitted frames. The method comprises the 
steps of de?ning a plurality of bins Within the sliding time 
WindoW, each bin for storing a total transmit duration of a 
predetermined number of frames assigned to each bin; and 
determining a mean transmit duration per frame for a neXt 
one of the plurality of bins to be processed. The method 
further comprises the steps of subtracting said mean transmit 
duration per frame from the total transmit duration of the one 
of the plurality of bins, When a neXt frame begins to be 
processed; and calculating a transmit duty cycle for the 
sliding time WindoW, the transmit duty cycle calculated as if 
a requested transmit duration for the neXt frame Were to be 
alloWed. The method also includes the step of delaying a 
transmission of the neXt frame, When the transmit duty cycle 
is greater than a maXimum alloWable transmit duty cycle. 

Another aspect of the present invention is a tWo-Way radio 
messaging unit for limiting a total transmission duration 
Within a sliding time WindoW of a predetermined duration. 
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2 
The tWo-Way radio messaging unit utiliZes a protocol in 
Which information is sent in a plurality of periodically 
transmitted frames. The tWo-Way radio messaging unit com 
prises a transceiver for receiving and transmitting 
information, and a processing system coupled to the trans 
ceiver for processing the information and controlling the 
tWo-Way radio messaging unit. The processing system is 
programmed to de?ne a plurality of bins Within the sliding 
time WindoW, each bin for storing a total transmit duration 
of a predetermined number of frames assigned to each bin; 
and to determine a mean transmit duration per frame for a 
neXt one of the plurality of bins to be processed. The 
processing system is further programmed to subtract said 
mean transmit duration per frame from the total transmit 
duration of the one of the plurality of bins, When a neXt 
frame begins to be processed; and to calculate a transmit 
duty cycle for the sliding time WindoW, the transmit duty 
cycle calculated as if a requested transmit duration for the 
neXt frame Were to be alloWed. The processing system is also 
programmed to delay a transmission of the neXt frame, When 
the transmit duty cycle is greater than a maXimum alloWable 
transmit duty cycle. 

Another aspect of the present invention is an apparatus for 
use in a tWo-Way messaging unit including a transmitter, the 
apparatus for limiting a total transmission duration Within a 
sliding time WindoW of a predetermined duration. The 
apparatus utiliZes a protocol in Which information is sent in 
a plurality of periodically transmitted frames. The apparatus 
comprises a processing system for controlling the tWo-Way 
messaging unit. The processing system is programmed to 
de?ne a plurality of bins Within the sliding time WindoW, 
each bin for storing a total transmit duration of a predeter 
mined number of frames assigned to each bin; and to 
determine a mean transmit duration per frame for a neXt one 

of the plurality of bins to be processed. The processing 
system is further programmed to subtract said mean transmit 
duration per frame from the total transmit duration of the one 
of the plurality of bins, When a neXt frame begins to be 
processed; and to calculate a transmit duty cycle for the 
sliding time WindoW, the transmit duty cycle calculated as if 
a requested transmit duration for the neXt frame Were to be 
alloWed. The processing system is also programmed to delay 
a transmission of the neXt frame, When the transmit duty 
cycle is greater than a maXimum alloWable transmit duty 
cycle. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is an electrical block diagram of an eXemplary 
tWo-Way radio messaging system in accordance With the 
present invention. 

FIG. 2 is an electrical block diagram of an eXemplary 
tWo-Way radio messaging unit in accordance With the 
present invention. 

FIG. 3 is a How diagram depicting operation of the 
eXemplary tWo-Way radio messaging system in accordance 
With the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is an electrical block diagram of an eXemplary 
tWo-Way radio messaging system in accordance With the 
present invention, comprising a ?Xed portion 102 including 
a controller 112 and a plurality of conventional base stations 
116, the communication system also including a plurality of 
radio messaging units 122. The base stations 116 preferably 
communicate With the radio messaging units 122 utiliZing 
conventional radio frequency (RF) techniques, and are 
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coupled by conventional communication links 114 to the 
controller 112, Which controls the base stations 116. 

The hardWare of the controller 112 is preferably a com 
bination of a Choreographer!TM netWork management 
device, a Wireless Messaging GateWay (WMGTM) Admin 
istrator!TM terminal, an RF-Usher!TM multiplexer, and an 
RF-Conductor!TM message distributor manufactured by 
Motorola, Inc., and utiliZes softWare modi?ed in accordance 
With the present invention. The hardWare of the base stations 
116 is preferably a combination of the RF-Orchestra!TM 
transmitter and the RF-Audience!TM receiver manufactured 
by Motorola, Inc. The radio messaging units 122 are pref 
erably similar to PageWriterTM 2000 data radio messaging 
units, also manufactured by Motorola, Inc., and also utiliZe 
softWare modi?ed in accordance With the present invention. 
It Will be appreciated that other similar hardWare can be used 
as Well for the controller 112, the base stations 116, and the 
radio messaging units 122. 

Each of the base stations 116 transmits RF signals to the 
radio messaging units 122 via an antenna 118. The base 
stations 116 preferably each receive RF signals from the 
plurality of radio messaging units 122 via the antenna 118. 
The RF signals transmitted by the base stations 116 to the 
radio messaging units 122 (outbound messages) comprise 
selective call addresses identifying the radio messaging units 
122, and data messages originated by a message originator, 
as Well as commands originated by the controller 112 for 
adjusting operating parameters of the radio communication 
system. The RF signals preferably transmitted by the radio 
messaging units 122 to the base stations 116 (inbound 
messages) comprise responses that include scheduled 
messages, such as positive acknowledgments (ACKs) and 
negative acknowledgments (NAKs), and unscheduled 
messages, such as registration requests and requests for 
items of information. 

The controller 112 preferably is coupled by telephone 
links 101 to a public sWitched telephone netWork (PSTN) 
110 for receiving selective call message originations there 
from. Selective call originations comprising data messages 
from the PSTN 110 can be generated, for example, from a 
conventional telephone 111 or a conventional computer 117 
coupled to the PSTN 110. It Will be appreciated that, 
alternatively, other types of netWorks, e.g., a local area 
netWork (LAN), a Wide area netWork (WAN), and the 
Internet, to name a feW, can be used for receiving selective 
call originations. It Will be further appreciated that the 
computer 117 can also function as a server for providing 
various applications and information utiliZed by the Wireless 
communication system. In that mode, the computer 117 
preferably is coupled directly to the controller 112 Without 
going through the PSTN. 

The over-the-air protocol utiliZed for outbound and 
inbound messages is preferably selected from Motorola’s 
Well-knoWn FLEXTM family of digital selective call signal 
ing protocols. These protocols send information in a plural 
ity of periodically transmitted frames of data and utiliZe 
Well-knoWn error detection and error correction techniques, 
making them tolerant to bit errors occurring during 
transmission, provided that the bit errors are not too numer 
ous. It Will be appreciated that other suitable protocols can 
be used as Well. It Will be further appreciated that the present 
invention is applicable to many different types of Wireless 
communication systems, including cellular telephone 
systems, trunked dispatch systems, and voice and data 
messaging systems, to name a feW. 

FIG. 2 is an electrical block diagram of an exemplary 
tWo-Way radio messaging unit 122 in accordance With the 
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4 
present invention. The radio messaging unit 122 comprises 
an antenna 204 for intercepting an outbound message and 
for transmitting an inbound message. The antenna 204 is 
preferably coupled to a conventional receiver 208 for receiv 
ing the outbound message and is coupled to a conventional 
transmitter 209 for transmitting the inbound message. It Will 
be appreciated that, alternatively, a transceiver can replace 
the receiver 208 and the transmitter 209. The receiver 208 
and transmitter 209 are coupled to a processing system 206 
for processing the outbound and inbound messages and for 
controlling the radio messaging unit 122 in accordance With 
the present invention. Auser interface 214 preferably is also 
coupled to the processing system 206 for interfacing With a 
user. The user interface 214 comprises a conventional key 
board 220 for requesting that an operation be performed and 
for controlling the radio messaging unit 122, a conventional 
display 216 for displaying the inbound and outbound 
messages, and a conventional alert element 218 for alerting 
the user When an outbound message arrives. A conventional 
clock 207 is also coupled to the processing system 206 for 
supporting time keeping requirements of the radio messag 
ing unit 122. 
The processing system 206 comprises a conventional 

processor 210, preferably a digital signal processor, and a 
conventional memory 212. The memory 212 comprises 
softWare elements and data for programming the processing 
system 206 in accordance With the present invention. The 
memory 212 preferably includes a selective call address 222 
to Which the radio messaging unit 122 is responsive. In 
addition, the memory 212 includes a message processing 
element 224 for programming the processing system 206 to 
process messages through Well-knoWn techniques. The 
memory 212 further comprises a bin de?ner program 226 for 
programming the processing system 206 to de?ne a plurality 
of transmit duration bins for storing a total transmit duration 
of a predetermined number of frames assigned to each bin, 
in accordance With the present invention. 
The memory 212 also includes a bin processing program 

228 for programming the processing system 206 to process 
the data of the bins in accordance With the present invention. 
The memory 212 also includes space for storing the transmit 
duration bins 230, as Well as a pre-programmed maximum 
alloWable transmit duty cycle 231. The memory 212 further 
comprises a transmission control program 232 for control 
ling transmissions from the transmitter 209, in accordance 
With the present invention. Operation of the radio messaging 
unit 122 in accordance With the present invention Will be 
described in detail further beloW. 

FIG. 3 is a How diagram depicting operation of the 
exemplary tWo-Way radio messaging system in accordance 
With the present invention. FloW begins With the processing 
system 206 de?ning 302 a plurality of bins corresponding to 
a sliding time WindoW, each bin for storing a total transmit 
duration of a predetermined number of frames assigned to 
each bin. The processing system 206 preferably designates 
a number of bins equal to the predetermined duration of the 
sliding time WindoW, e.g., 1800 sec, divided by a time 
required for transmitting said predetermined number of 
frames assigned to each bin, e.g., 60 sec. At step 310 the 
processing system 206 determines a mean transmit duration 
per frame for a next one of the plurality of bins to be 
processed, i.e., the bin containing the oldest data. 

The processing system 206 then subtracts 312 the mean 
transmit duration per frame from the total transmit duration 
of the one of the plurality of bins, When a next frame of data 
begins to be processed. The processing system 206 next 
calculates 314 the transmit duty cycle for the sliding time 
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WindoW, i.e., for all the bins. The transmit duty cycle 
preferably is estimated as a sum of the total transmit duration 
stored in each of the plurality of bins, divided by the 
predetermined duration of the sliding time WindoW. The 
transmit duty cycle preferably is calculated as if a requested 
transmit duration for the next frame Were to be alloWed. (To 
do that, the requested transmit duration for the next frame is 
added to the transmit duration tally, before division by the 
predetermined duration of the sliding time WindoW.) The 
processing system 206 then delays 316 a transmission of the 
next frame, When the transmit duty cycle is greater than a 
maximum alloWable transmit duty cycle. In one 
embodiment, the processing system 206 also can limit 318 
the length of a transmission, When the processing system 
206 has determined that the transmit duty cycle is greater 
than a predetermined fraction, e.g., 80 percent, of the 
maximum alloWable transmit duty cycle. In this manner the 
processing system 206 can “throttle back” the transmitter 
209 before the transmit duty cycle reaches a critical value. 
On the other hand, When the transmit duty cycle is not 
greater than the maximum alloWable transmit duty cycle, the 
processing system 206 alloWs 320 a scheduled transmission 
of the next frame, and adds the requested transmit duration 
to the total transmit duration of the (oldest) one of the 
plurality of bins. 

At step 322 the processing system 206 checks Whether all 
frames assigned to the bin have been processed. If so, the 
How moves to step 324. If not, the How returns to step 312 
to process the next frame. At step 324 the processing system 
206 checks Whether all the information has been processed. 
If so, the process ends. If not, the How moves to step 326 to 
increment the bin number. The processing system 206 then 
returns to step 310 to process the next bin. 

In someWhat more detail, the transmit limiter in accor 
dance With the present invention limits the total transmit 
duration over a 30-minute sliding WindoW to less than a 
speci?ed duty cycle to prevent the device from exceeding 
the SAR guidelines of the FCC. The processing system 206 
attempts to limit the transmit duty cycle to the maximum 
alloWable transmit duty cycle 231 pre-programmed into the 
processing system 206. 

Since the processing system 206 has a limited amount of 
RAM, the processing system 206 must create transmit time 
bins by dividing the sliding WindoW time by the duration of 
the transmit time interval assigned to each bin. Depending 
upon the number of transmit time bins, the ability of the 
transmit limiter to maintain the maximum value of the 
transmit duty cycle can vary someWhat. The transmit limiter 
assumes that the transmissions performed are uniformly 
distributed over the transmit time bin. This assumption 
alloWs the algorithm to overshoot the desired transmit duty 
cycle under some conditions, but the maximum amount of 
overshoot can be calculated and compensated for through 
adjustments to the maximum alloWable transmit duty cycle 
231 pre-programmed into the processing system 206. 

Algorithm de?ned constants: 

1. Time per transmit time bin, TtxBl-n, e.g., 60 sec 
Protocol de?ned constants (FLEX protocol example): 

M51875 sec 
=4 min * 60 sec/min=240 sec 

1. Time per frame=T 

2. Time per cycle=TCyCl€ 
FCC de?ned constant: 

1. Transmit Time WindoW=TWind0W 
1800 sec 

Device de?ned constant: 

=30 min * 60 sec/min= 

1. Maximum transmit time per frame=TtxMax>, e.g., 1.6 sec 
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6 
Given the constants, the folloWing values may be calcu 

lated; 
1. Number of transmit time bins, NbinS=TWindOW/TDCB,-n, 

e.g., 30 

2. Number of transmit time bins per cycle=Nbins/cycle= 
Tcycle/TtxBin> e'g'> 4 

3. Number of frames per bin=NfmmeS/bin=TtxBin/Tfmme, 
e.g., 32 

To update the transmit time bin for a speci?c cycle and 
frame number: 

1. Calculate the bin number, n, to update, preferably using 
the frame and cycle number of the FLEXTM protocol; 

frame 
Nframes/bin 

2. By assuming the distribution of transmits across a 
transmit time bin is uniform, this alloWs the radio 
messaging unit 122 to begin transmitting before the 
oldest bin number=(n-Nbins) has fallen outside of the 
sliding time WindoW. The folloWing equation calculates 
the slope, m, (i.e., the mean transmit duration per 

frame) 

m _ BM" — Nbins) 

Nframes/bin 

to use to update the transmit time bin, number n: 

As each neW frame passes, a value of m is subtracted from 
the transmit time bin Which increases the remaining usable 
transmit time, Trem. 

3. Given the transmit time, Ttx for the current frame and 
cycle, update the transmit time bin number, n: 

As the frame and cycle number Wrap the 30 minute sliding 
WindoW, the transmit limiter Will subtract time from the 
current bin value using the slope of the previous bin Which 
is falling off the sliding WindoW and Will add time to the 
current bin value for any transmits made during the bin’s 
frame range. The current bin occupies the same storage 
location as the previous bin (from 30-minutes ago). 

TABLE 1 

Transit Time Bin Updating 

Previous Bin Current Bin 

Bin(1) Bin(Nbins + 1) 
Bin(2) Bin(Nbins + 2) 

Bin(n) Bin(Nbins + n) 

Bin(Nbins) Bin(2 x Nbins) 
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4. To calculate the transmit duty cycle: 

Nbim 

Z Bin(n) 
n:l 

Dcm : Twindow 

5. To determine if the device has exceeded the SAR limit, 
calculate the remaining transmit time in the current 
30-minute WindoW: 

T ,Em=(DCm.Z-DCESI)><T Window 

Where DCma is the programmed maXimum allowable 
transmit duty cycle 231. 

Depending upon the desired accuracy, the time per trans 
mit bin may be adjusted. If the desired accuracy is high, then 
the time per transmit bin must be reduced. If the desired 
accuracy is loW, then the time per transmit bin can be 
increased. 

The Worst case for the transmit limiter is When all 
transmits are located in the last half of the frames in the 
transmit time bin that is falling off the sliding WindoW. The 
algorithm assumes the transmit distribution is uniform 
across all frames in the bin and alloWs the unit to begin 
transmitting, so the actual duty cycle overshoots the desired 
duty cycle. 

To calculate the minimum and maXimum transmit duty 
cycle during maXimum loading: 

l 
DCmax/min = Dcma i Z ' 

Twindow >< Tframe 

For bins of 60 sec duration, assumed maXimum device 
transmit time per frame TtxMax=1.6 sec, and a programmed 
maXimum alloWable transmit duty cycle of 10%, the maXi 
mum duty cycle is 10.7%, and the minimum duty cycle is 
9.3%. The programmed value for DCma can be reduced to 
9.3% to prevent eXceeding the eXample maXimum duty 
cycle value of 10%. 

It should be clear from the preceding disclosure that the 
present invention advantageously provides a method and 
apparatus in a tWo-Way radio messaging unit for limiting a 
total transmission duration Within a sliding time WindoW of 
a predetermined duration. Advantageously, the method and 
apparatus maXimiZes throughput of the tWo-Way radio mes 
saging unit, While providing full compliance With the FCC 
SAR Guidelines. 
Many modi?cations and variations of the present inven 

tion are possible in light of the above teachings. Thus, it is 
to be understood that, Within the scope of the appended 
claims, the invention can be practiced other than as speci? 
cally described herein above. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method in a tWo-Way radio messaging unit for 

limiting a total transmission duration Within a sliding time 
WindoW of a predetermined duration, the tWo-Way radio 
messaging unit utiliZing a protocol in Which information is 
sent in a plurality of periodically transmitted frames, the 
method comprising the steps of: 

de?ning a plurality of bins Within the sliding time 
WindoW, each bin for storing a total transmit duration of 
a predetermined number of frames assigned to each 
bin; 

determining a mean transmit duration per frame for a neXt 
one of the plurality of bins to be processed; 
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8 
subtracting said mean transmit duration per frame from 

the total transmit duration of the one of the plurality of 
bins, When a neXt frame begins to be processed; 

calculating a transmit duty cycle for the sliding time 
WindoW, the transmit duty cycle calculated as if a 
requested transmit duration for the neXt frame Were to 
be alloWed; and 

delaying a transmission of the neXt frame, When the 
transmit duty cycle is greater than a maXimum alloW 
able transmit duty cycle. 

2. The method of claim 1, 
Wherein the de?ning step comprises the step of designat 

ing a number of bins equal to said predetermined 
duration of the sliding time WindoW, divided by a time 
required for transmitting said predetermined number of 
frames assigned to each bin, and 

Wherein the calculating step comprises the step of esti 
mating the transmit duty cycle as a sum of the total 
transmit duration stored in each of the plurality of bins, 
divided by the predetermined duration of the sliding 
time WindoW. 

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of 
limiting a length of a transmission, When the calculating step 
has determined that the transmit duty cycle is greater than a 
predetermined fraction of the maXimum alloWable transmit 
duty cycle. 

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of 
alloWing a scheduled transmission of the neXt frame, When 
the transmit duty cycle is not greater than the maXimum 
alloWable transmit duty cycle. 

5. The method of claim 4, Wherein the alloWing step 
further comprises the step of adding the requested transmit 
duration to the total transmit duration of the one of the 
plurality of bins, When the transmit duty cycle is not greater 
than the maXimum alloWable transmit duty cycle. 

6. The method of claim 4, further comprising the step of 
repeating the subtracting, calculating, delaying, and alloW 
ing steps until the predetermined number of frames assigned 
to the one of the plurality of bins has been processed. 

7. The method of claim 6, further comprising the step of 
continuing to eXecute the determining and repeating steps 
until all the information has been processed. 

8. A tWo-Way radio messaging unit for limiting a total 
transmission duration Within a sliding time WindoW of a 
predetermined duration, the tWo-Way radio messaging unit 
utiliZing a protocol in Which information is sent in a plurality 
of periodically transmitted frames, the tWo-Way radio mes 
saging unit comprising: 

a transceiver for receiving and transmitting information; 
and 

a processing system coupled to the transceiver for pro 
cessing the information and controlling the tWo-Way 
radio messaging unit, 

Wherein the processing system is programmed to: 
de?ne a plurality of bins Within the sliding time 

WindoW, each bin for storing a total transmit duration 
of a predetermined number of frames assigned to 
each bin; 

determine a mean transmit duration per frame for a neXt 
one of the plurality of bins to be processed; 

subtract said mean transmit duration per frame from the 
total transmit duration of the one of the plurality of 
bins, When a neXt frame begins to be processed; 

calculate a transmit duty cycle for the sliding time 
WindoW, the transmit duty cycle calculated as if a 
requested transmit duration for the neXt frame Were 
to be alloWed; and 
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delay a transmission of the next frame, When the 
transmit duty cycle is greater than a maximum 
allowable transmit duty cycle. 

9. The tWo-Way radio messaging unit of claim 8, Wherein 
the processing system is further programmed to: 

designate a number of bins equal to said predetermined 
duration of the sliding time WindoW, divided by a time 
required for transmitting said predetermined number of 
frames assigned to each bin; and 

estimate the transmit duty cycle as a sum of the total 
transmit duration stored in each of the plurality of bins, 
divided by the predetermined duration of the sliding 
time WindoW. 

10. The tWo-Way radio messaging unit of claim 8, Wherein 
the processing system is further programmed to limit a 
length of a transmission, When the calculating step has 
determined that the transmit duty cycle is greater than a 
predetermined fraction of the maximum alloWable transmit 
duty cycle. 

11. The tWo-Way radio messaging unit of claim 8, Wherein 
the processing system is further programmed to alloW a 
scheduled transmission of the next frame, When the transmit 
duty cycle is not greater than the maximum alloWable 
transmit duty cycle. 

12. The tWo-Way radio messaging unit of claim 8, Wherein 
the processing system is further programmed to add the 
requested transmit duration to the total transmit duration of 
the one of the plurality of bins, When the transmit duty cycle 
is not greater than the maximum alloWable transmit duty 
cycle. 

13. An apparatus for use in a tWo-Way messaging unit 
including a transmitter, the apparatus for limiting a total 
transmission duration Within a sliding time WindoW of a 
predetermined duration, the apparatus utiliZing a protocol in 
Which information is sent in a plurality of periodically 
transmitted frames, the apparatus comprising: 

a processing system for controlling the tWo-Way messag 
ing unit, Wherein the processing system is programmed 
to: 

de?ne a plurality of bins Within the sliding time 
WindoW, each bin for storing a total transmit duration 
of a predetermined number of frames assigned to 
each bin; 
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10 
determine a mean transmit duration per frame for a next 

one of the plurality of bins to be processed; 
subtract said mean transmit duration per frame from the 

total transmit duration of the one of the plurality of 
bins, When a next frame begins to be processed; 

calculate a transmit duty cycle for the sliding time 
WindoW, the transmit duty cycle calculated as if a 
requested transmit duration for the next frame Were 

to be alloWed; and 
delay a transmission of the next frame, When the 

transmit duty cycle is greater than a maximum 
alloWable transmit duty cycle. 

14. The apparatus of claim 13, Wherein the processing 
system is further programmed to: 

designate a number of bins equal to said predetermined 
duration of the sliding time WindoW, divided by a time 
required for transmitting said predetermined number of 
frames assigned to each bin; and 

estimate the transmit duty cycle as a sum of the total 
transmit duration stored in each of the plurality of bins, 
divided by the predetermined duration of the sliding 
time WindoW. 

15. The apparatus of claim 13, Wherein the processing 
system is further programmed to limit a length of a 
transmission, When the calculating step has determined that 
the transmit duty cycle is greater than a predetermined 
fraction of the maximum alloWable transmit duty cycle. 

16. The apparatus of claim 13, Wherein the processing 
system is further programmed to alloW a scheduled trans 
mission of the next frame, When the transmit duty cycle is 
not greater than the maximum alloWable transmit duty cycle. 

17. The apparatus of claim 13, Wherein the processing 
system is further programmed to add the requested transmit 
duration to the total transmit duration of the one of the 
plurality of bins, When the transmit duty cycle is not greater 
than the maximum alloWable transmit duty cycle. 


